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A partially ordered inverse semigroup S is said to be left amenably ordered if 
for each a, b ~ S, a < b implies a- la ~ b-lb. Any inverse semigroup is amenably 
ordered, on both sides, under the natural partial order < defined by a ~< b if 
and only if a = eb for some idempotent e in S. On the other hand amenably 
ordered inverse semigroups have been considered by Blyth and McFadden in 
the context of regular Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups and Bosbaeh as considered 
such semigroups as division ordered semigroups. In this paper, we consider 
the structure of left amenably ordered inverse semigroups in detail. Particular 
emphasis is placed on those in which the imposed partial order extends the 
natural partial order. If E is any semilattice then TE the semigroup of iso- 
morphisms between principal ideals of E can be turned into a left amenably 
ordered inverse semigroup. In general, the imposed partial order is different from 
the natural partial order and, if E is a chain, TE is a ^-semilatticed semigroup. 
It is shown that every left amenable partial order on an inverse semigroup S, 
which extends the natural partial order, can be described by means of a cone, 
analogous to that used to describe the partial order in a lattice ordered group. 
The order structure of those left amenable partially ordered inverse semi- 
groups is investigated and it is shown that if such a semigroup is v-semilatticed 
and the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order then it is a 
lattice ordered semigroup S in which the mapping a ~-+ a-aa is a lattice homo- 
morphism onto the idempotents, which form a distributive lattice. Under various 
hypotheses, it is shown that S is also a distributive lattice. It is shown that 
amenable partial orders on an inverse semigroup S which extend the natural 
partial order are determined by cones contained in the centralizer of the idem- 
potents of S. If such a partial order is up directed then S is a semilattice of 
groups and the structure of S is determined in detail. These results generalize 
and extend results of Bosbach on amenably ordered inverse semigroups. 
Throughout he paper we shall assume familiarity with the theory of inverse 
semigroups which is described in Clifford and Preston, "Algebraic Theory of 
Semigroups," Vol. 1, 2, Math Surveys 7, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, R.I., 
1961, 1967 or Howie," An Introduction to Semigroup Theory," Academic 
Press, London, 1976. 
* This research was partially supported by a grant from the National Science Founda- 
tion. 
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I. AMENABLY ORDERED INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let S be a partially ordered inverse semigroup. Then S is 
said to be left amenable if a ~ b implies a-la ~ b-lb. Right amenably ordered 
inverse semigroups are defined dually while an inverse semigroup is amenably 
ordered if it is both left and right amenable. 
Every inverse semigroup is amenably ordered under the natural partial order. 
Likewise any partially ordered group is amenably ordered, as is any partially 
ordered semilattice. Amenably ordered inverse semigroups have been considered 
by Blyth, McFadden and the author [2, 9, 10] in their investigations into Dubreil- 
Jacotin regular semigroups. As we shall see later, two sided amenability imposes 
strong structural constraints on the structure of ordered inverse semigroups. 
On the other hand, left amenably ordered inverse semigroups arise in a natural 
way, as follows: 
Let E be a partially ordered semilattice and let Pe = {o~ e Te: o~ is an order, 
as well as a semilattice, isomorphism of A= onto V~}. Then, because the com- 
posite of order isomorphisms i  again an order isomorphism, Pe is a full inverse 
subsemigroup of Te and, in a natural fashion, Pe admits another partial order 
in addition to the usual (natural) partial order. This partial order is defined by 
<~ 3 ~ (xe~)~ <~ (xeB)3 for all x ~ E, 
where, for example, A~ = e~E. 
To see that ~ is a partial order and turns P~ into a partially ordered semi- 
group, it is convenient to introduce the following notation: 
for ~ePe ,  &: E--+E is defined by x& ~-(xe=)~ for each xeE;  as above, 
A~ -~ e=E. 
,~ LEMMA 1.2. The mapping ~ v-+ & is an (algebraic) isomorphism of PE into the 
semigroup of isotone mappings of E into E. 
Proof. Let ~:e=E-->f~E, fl:eeE-->f~E be in PE. Then ~/~: e=t~E---~f~E 
where e~B = (f~eB) ~-1. Thus, for x e E, 
x~-~ = [(xe~)~]~ 
= [(;e~) =L]P 
= [(xe~) ~LeA3 
= [(xe~) ~(e~B)~]3 
= [(xe~e~B)~][3 
= (xe~)  ~3 = x~3, since e~ e e~E. 
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Hence, since x ~ y implies xe~ ~ ye~ and so (xe,)a ~ (ye~)~, the map ~-+ & 
is an algebraic homomorphism of P~ into the semigroup of isotone maps of E 
into E. 
Finally, if & =/ J  thenf~ = e~& = e~/~ = (e~e~)/3 ~f~E and, similarly, f~ ef~E; 
thus f~ = f~. But & =/ J  implies that also ~ = ~ which, in turn, implies 
e~ = f~-i = f~-~ ~ e~. Now, let x ~ e~E = e~E; then 
x~ = (xe~)~ = ~a = x/~ = (xe~)~ = x~.  
Hence a = fi which shows that c~ ~ & is an algebraic isomorphism. 
The semigroup of isotone maps of E into E is easily seen to be partially ordered 
by 0 ~ q~ if and only if xO ~ x(~ for all x e E. Thus Pe becomes a partially 
ordered semigroup if we define 
c~ <~ ~ .~ & <~ ~ ~ (xe~)c~ <~ (xe~)~ for all x e E. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. PE is a partially ordered fundamental inverse semigroup 
with partially ordered semilattice of idempotents isomorphic to E.
The relevance of Pe in the study of left amenably ordered inverse semigroups 
is a consequence of the following analog of the IVIunn representation for inverse 
semigroups [12]. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let S be a left amenably ordered inverse semigroup. Then, for 
each a E S, the mapping iza defined by 
elza = a-aea for each e ~ Eaa -1 
is in P~. Furthermore, tz: a ~-~ i~ is an idempotent separating isotone homormor- 
phism of S into PE . 
Proof. It is clear that each /~a is isotone and hence, since /z2l=/Za-1 , 
tza ~ Pc .  Now a ~ b implies ea ~ eb for each e E E which, in turn, gives 
a-lea ~-(ea)-a(ea)~ (eb)-l(eb)= b-leb by left amenability. That is, e/2~ = 
a-lea ~ b-leb = e/Xb for each e E E so that/z a ~/z  b . Hence/z is isotone. 
I f  E is a partially ordered semilattice then Pe need not be left amenably 
ordered. However, it follows from the next lemma that when E is equipped 
with the natural partial order then Pe is left amenably ordered. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let E be a partially ordered semilattice and let ~, fi ~ Pc.  Then 
~ fl implies a-l~ ~ fi-~fi if and only if~ ~ fl impliesf~ f~.  
Proof. Suppose a-~a <~ fi ~fi. Then f~ : f~-aa  : f~-aa  ~ fc~-lfi : LfB 
and f JB = f~-aa  ~< f~fl-l~ : f~ so that f~ ~< f~. 
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Conversely f~ ~< f~ implies xa-l~ = xf~ <~ xf~ = xfi-lfl for all x e E so that 
a- la ~</3 1/3. Thus ~-x~ ~< fi-lfi if and only iff~ ~ f~ so the result follows. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let E be a partially ordered semilattice whose partial order 
extends the natural partial order. Then the two partial orders coincide and Pe = Te 
is a left amenably ordered inverse semigroup on which the partial order extends the 
natural partial order. 
Proof. First, suppose e ~< f then e ~< ef but, since ~< extends the natural 
partial order, ef ~ e. Thus e ef so that f exceeds ein the natural partial order. 
Since the converse is true, by hypothesis, the two partial orders must coincide 
and it follows that Pe = Te .  
Next, let ~, f i~ Pe with a ~< ft. Then f~ = e~& ~ ed~ e Ef t .  Thus, since ~< 
extends the natural partial order, we get f~ ~< f~ and so, by Lemma 1.5, Pe is 
amenably ordered. 
In general the partial order induced on Pe does not coincide with the natural 
partial order; see Examples 1.14, 1.15. 
The representation i troduced in Lemma 1.4, also applies when a lattice or 
semilattice order, not just a partial order, is imposed on the semilattice E. 
Suppose, for example that the partial order ~< on E turns it into a v-semilatticed 
semigroup. (This occurs, for example if ~< is the natural partial order and E is 
a distributive lattice). Then the subset Me of Pe consisting of all ~ ~ Pe such 
that A~ and V~ are v-subsemilattices, i  a full inverse subsemigroup of Pe .  
Further, if S is a v-semilatticed inverse semilattice with v-semilattice of idem- 
potents isomorphic to E, then S/~ is a v-subsemilattice of Pe and/z is a homo- 
morphism of v-semilattice inverse semigroups provided that 
(a v b)-l(a v b) = a-la v b-ab. 
To show the latter part of this, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let S be a v-semilatticed inverse semigroup and let e, f be idem- 
potents in S. Then e v f is idempotent and e v f >/ef. 
Proof. Let x =evf .  Then ex =evef=evfe  = xe and similarly 
xf  ~ fx.  It follows, by taking inverses, that e and f both also commute with 
x -1 and therefore, because multiplication commutes over join, x commutes with 
x -a. But x 2 = e v ef v f - -  x a so we get x ~ xx- lx  = x " xx -1 ~- x 2 • x -1 ~- 
x 3" x -1 == x" x2x -1 --  x" x = xL Thus e v f i s  idempotent and e v f = (e v f)2 ~_ 
evefv f>~ef .  
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let S be a v-semilattieed inverse semigroup with semilattice 
of idempotents E and suppose that, for a, b E S, 
(a v b)-l(a v b) = a-Xa v b-lb. 
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Then E is a v-subsemilattice of S and t L is an idempotent separating homomorphism 
of v-semilatticed semigroups from S onto a ful l  v-semilatticed inverse subsemigroup 
of Me. 
Proof. Lemma 1.7 shows that E is a v-subsemilattice of S so that turns E 
into a v-semilatticed semigroup. For each a E S, /~a has domain Eaa--a; let 
e, f ~ Eaa -1, so that e =eaa  -x, f -~ faa -1. Then e v f ~- eaa - l  v faa -1 = 
(e v f )  aa -1 thus e v f ~ Eaa -1 so that/~a E Me.  
Now, let a, b E S then a, b ~ a v b so that, since /~ is isotone, tz~, /~b 
/~avb. On the other hand, if ~ ~ Me is an upper bound for ~a and tzb then 
a-lea = el~a, b-leb ~- el~b are both less than or equal to e&; that is a-lea v 
b-leb ~ e~ for each e 6 E. But a-lea ~- (ea)-a(ea) and b-aeb = (eb) l(eb) so 
that, by hypothesis, 
(a v b)-Xe(a v b) ~ (ca v eb)-l(ea v eb) = (ea)-l(ea) v (eb)-l(be) ~ e~. 
That is, /~avb ~ ~ SO that/~avb ~- ~ v ~ in Me.  Thus S/~ is a v-semilatticed 
inverse subsemigroup of Me.  
COROLLARY 1.9. Let S be a fundamental v-subsemilatticed inverse semigroup 
with semilattice of idempotents E and suppose that, for each a, b ~ S, 
(a v b)-l(a v b) = a-la v b-lb. 
Then E is a v-semilatticed inverse semigroup and S is isomorphic as a partially 
ordered inverse semigroup to a ful l  v-subsemilatticed inverse subsemigroup of ME • 
Results dual to those in Proposition 1.8 and Corollary 1.9 clearly also hold 
if we replace v by A. 
If E is a join or semilatticed inverse semigroup it does not necessarity follow 
that PE or ME is again semilatticed. The following theorem gives a sufficient 
condition under which we can obtain a lattice theoretic structure on PE • 
THEOREM 1.10. Let E be a simply ordered set considered as a partially ordered 
inverse semigroup under the natural order. Then Te is a n-semilatticed inverse 
semigroup and, for each ~, I 3 E Te , 
(~ A ~)-1(~ ^ 8) = ~-1~ A ~-1~. 
The partial order on T E extends the natural partial order. 
Proof. The only part of the result requiring proof is that Tz is a ^-semi- 
lattice and that (~ ^  fi)-l(a a fi) = ~-la a fl-afl. To show this, we shall use the 
following lemma which is of independent i erest. 
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LEMMA 1.11. Let S be a left amenable partially ordered inverse semigroup in 
which the imposed partial order <~ extends the natural partial order. Then S is a 
^-semilattice under <~ i f  and only i f  a ^ b exists in S for each a, b with a~C~b. 
_In this case x ^ y = xyqy  ^ yx-~x for each x, y ~ S. 
Proof. Let x, y e S and suppose z ~ x, y. Then z-~z <~ x-ix, y- ly  since 
is left amenable and thus, since ~< extends the natural partial order, it follows 
from Corollary 1.6 that z-*z = z - l zx - lx  = zqzy -ay .  Hence z = zx - lx  <~ 
yx-ax and z = zy - ly  ~ xy- ly .  On the other hand if z <~ xyqy ,  yx - lx  then, 
since ~ extends the natural partial order, it follows that z ~ x, y. Hence, 
x ^ y = xy 13, ^  yxqx  in the sense that if either exists so does the other and 
equality prevails. Note that xy- lySf lyx-ax so that x ^ y is expressed as a meet 
of ~CF-equivalent elements. 
Let a,/3 e Te with ~/3  then ~: e~E --+f~E and/3: e~E --+f~E and since a£a/3, 
f~ = f~. Define y by 
xy = (xe~,) a(xeB)/3 for x ~ e~ = e~ v eu = max{e~, e~}. 
Then y is an isotone mapping of Eel, into Ef t .  Suppose y ~ f~ and set x = 
yo~ -1 v @-1 ~ Eel,. Then 
xy = [ (yaq  v y/3-1) e~] ~[(ya- I  v y/3-1) eB]/3 = y 
as one finds by considering the two cases yc~ -1 ~ y/3--1, y/3--1 .~ y/3--1. Thus y 
is an isotone mapping of Eel, onto Eft,. 
Suppose now that uy = vy for u < v ~< e, ,  thus (ue~) o~(ueo)/3 = (ve~) e~(vee) 5,
and suppose, for example that (ue~)o~ ~ (ueo)/3. Then there are two possibilities: 
(i) (ve~)o~ <~ (veo)/3 and (ii) (veo)/3 <~ (ve~,)oc In the first case, we have (ue~)e~ = 
(ve~,)c~ which implies u, v >/e~ so that (ue~,)o~ = (ve~,)o~ = f~.  Thus also (ueo)/3 ~- 
(vee)/3 f~, and so u, v ~ eo. Hence u, v /> e~ which contradicts u < v ~ e~. 
In the second case, (ue~)~ = (veo)/3 <~ (ueo)/3 which, since u < v, then implies 
(ue~)~ = (veo)/3. As in the previous case we then get (ue~,)o~ = (uet~)B = (ve¢)/3 = f~ 
so that, since (ve~)/3 <~ (ve~)cg we also get (ve~)o~ = f~, and, as before, a contradic- 
tion ensues. Thus y is one to one and so is in T e . 
For any e ~ E, e 9 = (ee~)y = (ee~e~) ~( e~e~)/3 = (eel) c~(ee~)/3 = e&@. Hence 
9 & ^ fi in the partially ordered semigroup I e isotone maps from E to E. 
It follows that y = a ^ t3 in Te so that, by Lemma 1.1 l, Te is a ^-semilattice. 
Further, for arbitrary ~,/3 e Te,  ~ ^ /3 = c,/3-1/3 ^/3a la so that, for e E E, 
= (eC~)/3-1/3(4 ) ~-1~ 
= (ea)~(~ L - e~ = e(~ ^  
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Thus, a ^ fl = & A fl in Is so that T s is isomorphic to a A-subsemilattice of I s . 
Since Is is clearly a ^-semilatticed semigroup it follows that the same is true 
of Ts • Finally, the construction of ~ ^ fl shows that it has codomain Ef~f~ = 
Ef~ n EfB. Hence (~ ^ fl)-x(~ ^ fl) = c~-xc~ ^/3-ifl. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let S a fundamental A-semilatticed inverse semigroup whose 
idempotents E form a chain under the natural partial order. Suppose the ^ -semilattice 
order on S extends the natural partial order and that.for a, b e S, (a ^ b)-l(a ^  b) = 
a-la ^ b-lb. Then Ts is a n-semilatticed inverse semigroup and S is isomorphic 
to a full A-subsemilatticed inverse subsemigroup of T s . 
Remark 1.13. If E is a chain under the natural partial order then Ts need 
not be a latticed semigroup though Is certainly is. However, one can show, as 
in the proof of Theorem 1.11, that if (c~,/3) c ~ tJ ~ then ~ v fl does exist and, 
in this case, we have (c~ v ~)-1(o~ V ~)  = (X--Io~ V ~--lfl. 
EXAMPLE 1.14. Let E be the chain of non-negative real numbers under the 
usual ordering. Then the elements of TE are the strictly increasing functions 
c~ of intervals [0, e~] onto [0, f~]. I f  ~ e Ts has the graph shown on the left of 
Figure 1 then & e Is has that shown on the right. Given ~, f le  Te, ~ </?  if and 
only if & ~< fl in the usual sense of real valued functions. Suppose that cz, /3 
(and &, fl) are represented by dotted curves in Figure 2 then ~ ^ fl, and = ^ fl, 
are represented by the solid curves. The join of = and fl in Ts does not exist. This 
is so basically because & v/9 does not consist of a strictly monotone function 
followed by a constant. 
~____  / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ - - / ' :  
/ / 
/ / 
ec~ ep 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ AB= E / cz T 
A I I 
0 ect ey  e B 
F IGURE 2 
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EXAMPLE 1.15. Let E be the chain of non-negative integers under the reverse 
of the usual ordering. Then the elements ~ of T e and the corresponding & ~ IE 
have the form shown in Figure 3. In this case T e is, in fact, a latticed semigroup. 
Suppose that ~, fl, and &, ]~, are represented by broken lines in Figure 4 then 
v fl, ~ A fi are represented by solid lines. Algebraically we can identify a with 
(a, b), fi with (c, d) then 
,, ~ = (b v a + (a - ~) A (e - -  d), b v d)  
o~ v fi ~-- (b A d + (a -- b) v (c - -  d), b A d) 
and ~ ~< fi if and only if b />dandb- -a~>d- -c .  
/ / 
/ /  / /  /3 / / 
/ / 
/ 
b . . . .  / 
0 o c 0 a c 
FmuRE 4 
2. CONSTRUCTING LEFT AMENABLE ORDERINGS 
In this section we shall give a description of the left amenable partial orders, 
which extend the natural partial order, on an inverse semigroup. The following 
lemma is crucial in this development. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a left amenable partially ordered inverse semigroup. 
(i) a ~ b, aoWb implies bb -1 ~ aa-1; 
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(ii) 
and 
(iii) 
Proof. 
i f  ~ extends the natural partial order, then a ~ b implies ba - l~aa  -1 
i re  = e2~CPx, e ~ x then x f  = fx f  for all f = f2 e S. 
(i) a <~ b ~ b-Xa ~ b-lb =~ aqbb- la  ~ b-lb since ~ is left amenable 
=~ a-Xbb-la ~ a- la since aLPb 
=~ aa-Xbb -1 ~ aa-L 
But a ~ b => a-aa ~ a-lb 
=> a- la ~ b-laa-lb 
b-Xb <~ b-laa-lb 
bb-1 ~ bb-laa -1. 
since ~< is left amenable 
since a£fb 
Hence bb -1 <~ aa -1. 
(ii) a <~ b =~ aa -1 ~ ba -1 ~ aa -1 ~ ab-lba -1 = a(a-lab-lb)a -1 ~ aa -1 
since ~< extends the natural partial order. Thus ba- l~aa  -1. 
(iii) e <~ x ~ e <~ ex ~ e <~ (ex)-l(ex) = x- lex <~ x- lx  = esince ~< 
extends the natural partial order. Thus e = x- lex which implies xe = xx- lex = 
ex.  
Now, fo r f  =f2  E S, e <~ x implies ef <~ x f  which, by (ii) implies ef~q~ xfef = 
xef = xf. Thus applying the result in the first two lines with x replaced by xf  
and e by ef, we find ef " x f  = x f  " ef. That is, xf  = (xe)f  = efxf  = fex f  = fxf .  
For any inverse semigroup S, we shall denote by R(E)  the set 
R(E)  = (x E S: x f  = fx f  for each f ~ = f 6 S}. 
Note that R(E)  is a full subsemigroup of S. Further, if x E R(E), y E S, then, 
for eachf  a =fe  S 
yxy-~ . f = yx(y - l fy )  . y-1 = y . (y - l fy )  x (y - l fy )  . y-~ 
= yy-1 . fyxy - l f ,  yy--X 
= fyxy- l f .  
Thus yR(E)y -X  C_ R(E)  for each y e S. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup and let Q be a subsemigroup of S. Then Q is 
a cone if 
(i) Q c_ R(E)  
(ii) QnQ-1  =E 
(iii) xQx -~ c_ Q for each x e S. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let  S be an inverse semigroup and let Q be a cone. Then the 
relation ~ on S defined by 
X ~-~ y ~ x - - lx  ~ .  y - - l y  and  yx  -1 ~ Q 
(where ~ denotes the natural  part ia l  order on S), is a left amenable part ia l  order 
on S which extends the natural  part ia l  order. 
Every left amenable part ia l  order on S has this fo rm for  a unique cone Q. 
Proof. Clearly ~ is reflexive and antisymmetric. Suppose that x ~ y, 
y ~ z. Then, certainly, x-ax ~, z4z .  Now zx  -1 = z (x - lx )  x -1 = z (y - lyx - lx )x  -1 = 
zy  -1 • yx  -1 E Q since x- ix  ~ y - ty .  Thus ~ is transitive. 
Suppose x ~ y and let z ~ S. Then (xz) 4 • xz  - -  z - l x - lxz  ~,  z - ly - lyz  = 
(yz ) - l (yz )  and yz(xz )  -1 = yzz - lx  -1 = yx  -1 • xzz - lx  -1 ~ Q because yx  -1 ~ Q 
and E C Q. Thus xz  ~ yz .  Similarly 
( zx ) - l zx  ~ x - l z - l zx  = y - lyx - l z - t zx  since 
-~ y - l z - l z  • yx  -1 • z - l zx  since 
< (~y)-l~y 
x-ix ~ y-ly 
yx -1 ~ Q 
while zy(zx)  -1 ~ zyx - l z  -1 E zQz  -1 c Q. Hence ~ is a compatible partial order 
and from the definition it is clearly left amenable and extends the natural 
partial order. 
Note that x ~Q implies x- ix  = (x - lx ) - l x - lx  ~ x - ix  and x = xx- lx  
x (x - lx )  -1 ~ Q, so that x- ix  ~ x. On the other hand, x-~x ~ x implies x = 
x(x - lx )  -1 ~ Q. Thus Q = (x E S: x - ix  ~ x}. 
Conversely, let ~ be a left amenable partial order on S which extends the 
natural partial order and let Q = (x ~ S: x - ix  ~ x}. Then, by Lemma 2.1 (iii), 
Q _c R(E). 
Now let x, y ~ Q with e = x- ix ,  f = y - ly .  Then 
x- ly - lyx  = x - ly - lyx - lx  " x since 
x -1 • x - lxy=ly  • x ~ x - lxyx  since 
x- lx3,x- lx  " x since 
= yx- lx  • x since 
= yx  since 
X z xe  z ex  
x - - lx  ~ X, y-ly <~ y 
X zex  
y e Q c_ R(E) 
X zex .  
Hence yx  e Q so that Q is a subsemigroup. 
Suppose that x, x -1 ~ Q. Then x- ix  ~ x, xx  -1 ~ x -1 imply x = xx  -1 • x 
x -1 • x ~ x so that x ~ E. On the other hand, it is clear that E C Q n Q-l,  thus 
E = Q t~ Q-1. Now, let y ~ S. 
481/65/I-9 
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Then 
( y-~xy)-ly-lxy = y-~x-~yy-~xy 
-- y- lx- lyy- lxyy-1 •y 
= y- lx- lxyy- ly  -~ y- lx- lxy since x e 9 C_ R(E) 
4 Y-lxY. 
Hencey-19y _C Q. 
Finally, x 4 Y implies x-ix ~ y- ly  since 4 is left amenable and extends the 
natural partial order. Further (yx -O- lyx - l=  xy-lyx -~ 4yy- lyx  -1 =yx  -1 
since x 4 Y so that yx -1 e Q. On the other hand, yx -1 e Q and x-ix ~ y- ly  
imply xy-lyx -1 4 YX -1 which in turn gives x = xx-lxy- lyx- lx 4 xx-lyx - ix 4 
y since 4 extends the natural partial order. That is, x 4 Y "~ x -ix ~ y- ly  and 
yx  -1 e Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 41 and 42 be left amenable partial orders on an inverse 
semigroup S with corresponding cones Q1 and Q2 . Then, for all a, b e S, a 41 b 
implies a 42 b if  and only if91 ~.~ 92" 
Proof. Since Qi = {x e S: x-ix ~ i  x}, it is clear that if a 41 b implies 
a43b for each a, beS  then Q i -cQ2-  Conversely if Q1c92 then, since 
x 4 i  Y if and only if x-ix ~. y - ly  and yx -1 e 9~ it is clear that a 41 b implies 
a ~<~b. 
It  is easy to see that the intersection of left amenable partial orders is again 
left amenable. Thus there is a smallest left amenable partial order which extends 
the natural partial order--namely the natural partial order itself. However, as 
is easily seen by considering a partially ordered group, there need be no largest 
such partial order. One case in which there is a largest left amenable partial 
order is the following. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let S be a fundamental inverse semigroup. Then the left 
amenable partial orders, which extend the natural partial order, form a complete 
lattice under intersection. The smallest such partial order is the natural partial order; 
the largest has cone R(E). 
Proof. We need only show that R(E) is a cone. First, R(E) is clearly a 
subsemigroup and contains E; it is also contained in R(E). On the other hand, 
if x, x -x e R(E) then, for f e E, xf  ~- fx f  while x- i f  = fx-af. Taking inverses, 
we get fx f  = (fx- l f )  -1 = (x-~f) -1 = fx; whence xf =- fx. Thus x e C(E), 
the centralizer of E and so, because S is fundamental, x e E. 
Finally, let x e R(E), y e S andfe  E then 
y- lxy f ~ y- lxyfy-1,  y = y-1 .  yfy-1 . x • yfy-1 . y since x e R(E), yfy-.1 e E 
= fy-lxyf.  
Thus y- lxy e R(E). Hence R(E) is, in fact a cone; clearly it is the largest such. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let S be a fundamental inverse semigroup then there is a 
unique left amenable partial order on S, which extends the natural partial order, 
if and only if R(E) = E. 
Let E be a semilattice. Then ~ • Te is called increasing if x ~< x~ for each 
xe  Aot. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let E be a semilattice and consider Pe = Te . Then R(E) = 
{~ • Te: ~ is increasing}. Thus the partial order on Pe is the natural partial order 
i f  and only i f  Te contains no increasing elements. 
Proof. Let c~ be increasing and let E = % be the identity on Eu. Then, 
x e A~e ~ x e A~ and x~ e Eu 
=>x•A~ and x • Eu, x~ • Eu since x ~ x~ 
x • AE~E 
On the other hand, Ae~E C A~E since e is idempotent, so A~e = Aeae. But then, 
since e is idempotent, we get aE = e~e so that ~ • R(E). 
Conversely, suppose that ~ • R(E) and let u • A~. Then u • Aae for e = %~, 
the identity on E(u@ so also u e AE~e which implies u • Ae = E(u~). Hence 
u ~ ua so that ~ is increasing. 
If we combine the results of Section 1 with those just obtained we can give 
necessary and sufficient conditions on a fundamental inverse semigroup S in 
order that it should admit a semilattice order which extends the natural partial 
order and which satisfies (a ^  b)-a(a ^  b) = a-la ^ b-lb for each a, b • S. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let S be a fundamental inverse semigroup with semilattice 
of idempotents E. Suppose that S admits a partial order <~ which extends the 
natural partial order and turns S into a ^-semilatticed semigroup in which (a ^ b) -1 
(a A b) = a-la A b-lb for all a, b • S. Then .~ is given by 
a ~ b <=> a-la ~ b-lb and ba -1 e R(E). 
Proof. By Corollary 1.12, S is isomorphic to a full a-subsemilatticed semi- 
group of Te.  Thus a ~< b is and only if/~a ~</~b, for a, b • S. But the latter 
holds if and only if a-lea <~ b-leb for all e • E. Since R(E) determines the largest 
left amenable partial order, which extends the natural partial order, a ~< b 
implies a-la <~ b-lb and ba- l•  R(E). Conversely, suppose a-la <~ b-lb and 
ba -1 • R(E) then 
a-lea = b-lba-lea = b-leba-lea since ba -1 e R(E) 
so that a-lea ~ b-leb for all e e E; that is a ~ b. 
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Theorem 2.2 gives a global description of left amenable partial orders. A more 
local version of this theorem can also be given which is useful in calculating 
examples and in investigating the structural consequences of such partial orders. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E 
and, for each e G E, let Qe be a subsemigroup ofP~ L e n eSe such that 
(1) ORC-R(E) 
(2) Q~ n Q~-: = {e} 
(3) xQex -1 c_ Qxe~-: for each x ~ S 
Define ~ on S by 
x ~ y ~ yx- lx  G Qx_:x (or equivalently, x-ly ~ Q~ ~x)" 
Then S becomes a left amenable partially ordered inverse semigroup and 
extends the natural partial order. 
Conversely, each such partial order has this form for a unique family {Q~ : e G E} 
of subsemigroups of S. 
Proof. Let Q = w {Q~: e e E}. We shall show that Q is a cone and that 
x ~ y if and only if x-ix ~, y - ly  and yx -1 G Q. It follows then that ~ is a left 
amenable partial order on S which extends the natural partial order. 
First, it is clear that Q c_ R(E). Suppose that x G Q~, y E Qy. Then 
xy = xyy-ly = yy-:xyy-:y = yy- lxy G y . y - lQey C_ yQv_ley C QfQu-:ey 
since x G Q~ _c R(E) implies xyy -1 = yy-Xxyy-1. But 
QiQ~,-ley = Q1y-leyQ _:~v 
= y-:eyply-leyQ~j_:,y c_ Q~,_:,~,x1Q~,_l,y c_ Q_I ,  v 
since Qv_leu _C Lv_lev ~ R(E) and Qe c_ R(E). Thus xy G Q~-l~u so that Q is a 
subsemigroup of S. 
Next, it is immediate from the definition of Q that E C Q n Q-:.  On the other 
hand, if x, x : G Q, then x G Q~-x~ and x -1 G Qxx-1 • The second of these inclusions 
implies x - ix - ix  E x--1Qx:~-lX C Qx-:~. But x E Q implies x G R(E) thus x = 
xx- lx = x- ix • x • x- ix = x- ix 2 so  that x -1 = x-2x which therefore shows 
that x -1 G Q~-:~. Hence x, x -1 E Q~-~ which, by 2, shows that x = x- :  = x-ix 
so that x ~ E. Finally, from 3, it is clear that xQx -1 c Q so that we have shown 
that Q is a cone. 
Now x ~ y implies yx -a E Q~-I  " xx -1 ~ Qxx-1 C Q, since Qx~-: _c L~- I  and 
so xx-: = xy-X3x-1; thus x-:x ~ y-Xy. On the other hand x-:x ~ y-:y and 
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yx-16Q implies yx- leQe where (yx~I)-lyx-I= xy-ayx -1 -- xx -1 since 
x-ix ~ y-ly. Henceyx-lx ~ Qx~-lX; that is x ~ y. This shows that ~ is precisely 
the left amenable partial order determined by the cone Q. Further, since Q~ = 
Q n L~ for each e E E and Q is uniquely determined by ~,  so are the Q~. 
Conversely, suppose that ~ is a left amenable partial order on S which 
extends the natural partial order. Then, by Theorem 2.2, there is a cone Q 
such that x ~ y if and only if x-ix ~ y- ly and yx -1 e Q. For each e ~ E, let 
Q, =Qc~L, .  Then x, yEQ,  implies xyeQ and (x))- l (xy)--y-ax-tx3 =
y ley = y-leye since y eL~ implies ey = eye. But, since Q c R(E), eye =: ye 
and, since e = y-ly, ye = 3. Hencey = ey = 3e ~ P~ and (xy) l(xv) = 3-1y = 
e. This shows that Q~ is a subsemigroup of P~. Clearly (1) above holds and, 
since e G Qe (~ Qe 1 c Q (-~ Q_I  (-~ Ze ' it is also evident  that  (ii) holds. Now 
xQ,x -1 c__ Q from the definition of a cone. Further, if 3 e Q, ,  then (x)x-1) -1 
(xyx  -1) = xy - lx - lx}x  -1 ~ Xy -1"  x - ixyx - lx  " X -1 = xy lyx-1 - -  xex -1, since 
y ~ Q~ C R(E) implies x-lxyx-Xx = yx- lx .  Thus xQ~x -1 C_ O c~ Lxex-1 - -  Oxex-~ 
so that (3) holds. 
Now, as in the first part of the proof, the following statements are equivalent: 
x ix ~y-~y and y ~x~Q; yx-~eQ~x 1; yx-~xeQ~x_~x. Hence x ~y  holds 
if and only if sx - lx  E Qxx-lX as required. 
Theorem 2.8 can be used, in particular, to describe the left amenable partial 
orders, which extend the natural partial order, on a bisimple inverse semigroup; 
~e quote the following result, without proof; it describes these partial orders. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let S be a bisimple inverse semigroup and let e be an idem- 
potent of S and let P ~ Le c~ eSe. Suppose that Q is a subsemigroup of P such that 
(i) Qp c_ pQ for each p ~ P 
(ii) Qc~Q-1 ~{e} 
and for each idempotent f ~ S define QI = aQ a-1 where f = aa -1, e a-la. 
Then the Q1 are well defined and {Ql: f 2 ~ f )  satisfy conditions (1), (2), (3) 
of Theorem 2.8. Conversely, i f  {Ql: f 2 =f}  satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
2.8 then Q z Q, satisfies (i), (ii) and Qs = aQ a-l f°r any a ~ S such that aa -x f ,  
a- la  = e. 
Proposition 2.9, Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 2.3 show that there is a one-to- 
one correspondence b tween the left amenable partial orders, which extend the 
natural partial order, on a bisimple semigroup S and the subsemigroups Q of 
P ~ L~ n eSe, for e 2 = e c S, which satisfy (i) and (ii). 
3. ORDER THEORETIC RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a left amenable partiall 3 ordered inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order ~ extends the natural one and suppose that 
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S is a v-semilatticed semigroup under <~. Then S is, in fact a lattice ordered 
semigroup and for a, b ~ S, 
(a v b)- l(a v b) = a- la v b-lb 
(a A b)-l(a ^  b) = a-Xa ^  b-lb 
Further, the idempotents of S form a distributive lattice. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, the jo in e v f of idempotents e, f is idempotent so 
that the set E idempotents form a v-semilattice. Further, since ~ extends the 
natural partial order, e ^f  = ef. Thus  E is a lattice and, in fact, since 
e ^ (u v v) = e(u v v) = eu v ev, it is distributive. 
Now let a, b ~ S, we shall show that (a v b)-l(a v b) = a- la  v b-lb. Since 
a, b ~< a v b and S is left amenable, we find that a-la v b-lb <~ (a v b)-l(a v b). 
On the other hand, (a v b)(a-la v b-lb) = a v ab-Xb v ba-Ia v b = a v b since 
extends the natural partial order. Thus  (a v b)-l(a v b) =- (a v b)- l(a v b) X 
(a-la v b lb) so that (a v b)-l(a v b) <~ aqa  v b-lb which, taken with the 
converse inequality shows that (a v b)-l(a v b) = a- la v b-lb. 
Let x = ab lb, y = ba-la. Then,  xS~y and, by Lemma 1.11, x ^ y = a ^ b, 
in the sense that if either side exists o does the other and equality prevails. 
Let w = (x 1 v y 1)-1; then 
w-- lw  (X -1 V y--1)(X--1 V y 1)--1 
= I - - I (x  1 V y-1)-1 v y - l (x -1  V y-1)-1 
: [(X -1  v y -X)x ] - I  V [(X -1 V y -1 )y ] - I  
[x- lx V y - lx ] - I  V [x- ly V y - ly ] - I  
= [y - ly  v y- lx ] - I  V [x- ly V x--lx] -1 
= [y-- l (y V X)] 4 V [x--l(y v x)] -1 
= (y  v x) - ly  v (y  v x ) - lx  
= (yv  x ) - l (y  v x) =y  ly 
since xLPy 
V X--I,,Y, = x--lx = y - ly  since x~y.  
Thus  w- lw = x- ix  ~ (x 1 v y-1)x = w- ix  which, since ~ extends the natural 
partial order implies w ~ x. Dual ly w ~ y. 
Suppose now that z ~ x, y. Then  zx  -1 ~ xx -t  ~ xx -1 v yy-1 and zy  -x 
xx 1 v yy-1 so that z(x -1 v y - l )  ~ xx-1 v yy-X; that is, zw -1 ~ (xx q v yy-1) 
so that zw lw ~ (xx -1 v yy-1)w ~ w. But z ~ x implies z - l z  ~ xqx  = wqw 
so that z ~zw- lw .  Hence z ~(xx  l vyy -1)w ~w.  I t  follows that w = 
(xx 1 v yy-1)w = x ^ y. 
Now, we have a A b = x A y = (x -1 V y-1)-x so that 
(a A b) l(a A b) = (x A y) - l (x  A y) = W-LW = XqX = b-lba-la = a- la A b-lb. 
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Further, a A b = x A y = (X -1 V y -1) -1  
= (ea -1 v eb-1) -1 where e = a-la A b-lb 
= (a -1 v b-1)-le = (a -1 v b-1)-la-lab-lb. 
Let  c e S. Then  
ac A bc = [(ac) -1 v (bc)-l]-l(ac)-l(ac)(bc)-l(bc) 
= [c-a(a -1 v b-1)]-lc-la-lab-Xbc 
= (a -1 v b-1)-lce-la-lab-lbc 
= (a -1 v b-1)-la-lab-lbc = (a A b)c 
and, dually, 
ca A cb = [(a -1 v b -1) c-1]-la-lc-lcab-lc-lcb 
: c(a -1 v b-1)-la-lc-lcab-lc-lcb 
<~ c(a -1 v b-1)-Xa-lab-lb since ~< extends the natural partial order 
= c(a A b). 
On the other hand c(a A b) <~ ca a cb so that equality prevails and S is a lattice 
ordered inverse semigroup. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let S be a left amenable v-semilatticed inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order. Then the set E 
of idempotents of S is a distributive lattice and the Munn representation t •is an 
idempotent separating homomorphism of lattice ordered inverse semigroups from S 
onto a full lattice ordered inverse subsemigroup of ML.. 
If, in particular, S is fundamental, S is isomorphic to a full inverse subsemigroup 
and sublattice of M E . 
Proof. This  is immediate from Proposit ion 1.8, Corollary 1.9 and their duals, 
and the first part of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1 provides a formula for a A b in terms of a v b; namely 
a A b = (a -1 v b-1)-la-lab-lb. 
This  is analogous to the result for lattice ordered groups which follows byput t ing  
a-la = b-lb = 1. The  meet and join operations in a lattice ordered group are 
also related by the formula a A b = a(a v b)-lb. An analogous, but more 
complicated formula also holds in the inverse case. Namely,  
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let S be a left amenable v-semilatticed inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order. Then for 
a ,b~S 
a A b = a(a v b)-lb v b(a v b)-la 
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Proof. Let x = ab-lb, y = ba-lb. Then, by the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
X A y m ($X -1 V yy-1)(,~-i  V y 1)-1 = (X-1 V y-1)-1.  
Now xx-l(x -1 v y-1)-1 = x[(x-1 v y-1)x]-I  
= x[y - ly  v y- ix] -1 
= x (y  v x) - ly  
since x~C' y 
and similarly, yy  1(x-1 v y 1) = y(x  v y) - lx .  Thus 
X ^ y = (xx -1 v yy-1) (x-1  v y-1) -1 xx- l (x  1 V y 1)-1 v yy - l (x -1  v 7-1)  -1 
= x(x v y ) - ly  v y (x  v y) - lx .  
Substituting for x, y in terms of a, b we find 
a ^ b = x A y = ab-lb(ab-lb v ba-aa)-lba-la v ba-la(ab lb v ba-la)- lab-lb 
= ab-lb(a v b)- lba-la v ba-aa(a v b)-lab-lb 
<~ a(a v b)-lb v b(a v b)-la 
But a(a v b)-lb <~ (a v b)(a v b)-lb <~ b, since ~< extends the natural partial 
order, and, similarly, a(a v b)-Xb ~ a(a v b)-l(a v b) ~< a. Hence a(a v b)-lb <~ 
a A b and likewise b(a v b)-Xa ~ a A b so that a(a v b)-lb v b(a v b)-Xa <~ a n b 
and so, as a result of the converse inequality, the statement of the proposition 
is correct. 
Remark 3.4. If a~b,  then a(a v b) - lb~a and b(a v b) - la~b while a v b = 
(a i v b-1) - l~aa -1 v bb -1 so that, if aa -1 and bb i are not comparable in the 
natural partial order, both terms in the expression for a ^ b, in Proposition 3.3, 
are necessary. 
If G is a lattice ordered group then, as is well known, see, for example, [5], 
G contains no elements of finite order and is further a distributive lattice. For 
inverse semigroups, the first of these results is also true and it seems likely that 
the second is true for left amenably ordered inverse semigroups in which the 
imposed partial order extends the natural partial order. However, I am unable 
to prove this in complete generality. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S be a lattice ordered semigroup. Then S contains no non-trivial 
finite subgroups. 
Proof. Suppose that H = {h 1 , h2 ,..., hn} be a finite subgroup of S and set 
u = h I v h2 v ' "  v h~. Then, since multiplication by h permutes the elements 
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of Hwe find uh =hu =u for each he l l .  Now, let v =h lAh2A- ' -^h~;  
dually, vh = hv = v for each h ~ H. But then 
uv = uh~ n uh2 ^  ... n uh~ U A U A "" A U = u 
= hlv v h2u v ... v h~v = v v v v ... v v = v. 
Thus, for each h e H, we have u = v ~ h ~ u = v so that H has just one 
member.  
LEMMA 3.6. Let  S be a v-semilatt iced inverse semigroup and suppose that 
x 2 =-x  a. Thenx  <~x 2. 
Proof. Leta=xvxS; thena  ~=x 2=a a~a.Nowsetb=avaa  -1 .Then  
b 2 = a 2 v a v a2a -1 v aa -1 = a v aa -1 = b, 
since a ~ ~< a implies a2a -x <~ aa -1, so that b is idempotent.  But b = a v aa -~ = 
a(a- la  v a -1) ~ aS  and a ~- a v a 2 = (a v aa-1)a ~ bS  so that a~b.  Since b is 
idempotent,  this implies aa -a b = a v aa -1 so that a <~ aa-L  But then we 
have aa -1 >/a  >~a s which implies a -1 >~a- la  ) a la2. Since a s =a  a, it 
follows that, a 2 = a -2 so that a- la  2 = a -3 = a ~. Hence from a -1 >~ a- la  >/a  2 
we conclude a 2 = a -2 >~ a -1 >~ a2a 4 = a 2. That  is a 2 =aso  thatxvx  2 = 
a =a ~ =x 2 .Hencex  ~<x ~. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let  S be a lattice ordered inverse semigroup. Then every f inite 
subsemigroup of  S consists entirely of  idempotents. 
Proof. Suppose that F is a finite subsemigroup of S and let g ~F.  Then,  the 
subsemigroup (y )  of S generated by y has a kernel which is a finite group; by 
Lemma 3.5, this group must be trivial. Hence yn = y,~+l for some n. I fy  is not 
idempotent,  let x = yn-1 where yn-1 ~ yn = yn+a. Then x 4- x s = x 3. But, 
by Lemma 3.6 and its dual, x 2 z x 3 implies x = x 2 so we get a contradiction. 
Hence y = y2 so that F consists entirely of idempotents. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let  S be a lattice ordered inverse semigroup with set o f  
idempotents E. Then S is reflexive in the sense that xy  ~ E implies yx  ~ E. 
Proof. Suppose xy ~ E. Then (yx )  2 - -  (yx) a so that, either by Theorem 3.7 
or directly f rom Lemma 3.6, yx  ~ E. 
The analogs of Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8, for simply ordered inverse 
semigroups, were obtained by Saito [14]. 
It  was ment ioned above that any lattice ordered group is a distr ibutive lattice. 
We have been unable to prove the analog for inverse semigroups in general. 
However,  we can show that every lattice ordered left amenable inverse semigroup, 
in which the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order, is a distri- 
butive lattice of distributive lattices. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Let S be a left amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order. Then each 
~-c lass of S is a distributive lattice. 
Proof. Note, first that, by Theorem 3.1, each NO-class is a sublattice of S. 
Let a, b, c be .,%°-equivalent elements of S and suppose that a v b = a v c, 
a ^ b = a ^ c. Then a-l(a v b) = a- la v a-ab = (b -1 v a-1)b = (a ^ b)-lb by 
Theorem 3.1, since aSYb. Hence 
(a ^ b)-lb = a-l(a v b) = a-l(a v c) = (a ^ c)-lc. 
Now (aa -1 v bb-1)(a ^  b) = (aa -1 v bb-1)a A (aa -1 v bb-1)b 
= (a v bb-la) A (aa-lb v b) 
=aAb 
since ~< extends the natural partial order. Thus (a ^ b)(a ^  b) -1 <~ aa -1 v bb -1. 
On the other hand, since a~q~b 5¢(a ^  b), it follows from Lemma 2.1 that aa -1, 
bb -1 <~ (a ^ b)(a ^  b) -1. Hence (a ^ b)(a ^  b) 1 = aa-1 v bb -1. I t  follows that 
b = (aa -1 v bb-1)b = (a ^ b)(a ^  b)-lb = (a A c)(a ^  c)-lc = e. 
Hence, by Bergman's theorem [1, Corollary 1, p. 134] the 5~-class of a is a 
distributive lattice. 
For fundamental inverse semigroups, the representation considered in Sec- 
tion 1 permits us to prove a stronger esult. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let S be a fundamental eft amenable lattice ordered 
inverse semigroup in which the imposed partial order extends the natural partial 
order. Then S is a distributive lattice. 
Proof. Leta ,  b ,c~Sandsupposethatavb  =avc ,  a^b=a^c.  Then
[.I. a V [.1. b = ~avb = ['l"avc = IJ'a V [I. c and/~a ^ /xb = [d'a^b : I~a^e : ["ta A[d. c and by 
Proposition 1.8, these joins and meets are pointwise. Hence, since E is a distri- 
butive lattice,/2 b =/2  c so that/~b =/~c which shows b = c. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let S be a left amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order ~ extends the natural partial order and suppose 
that a v b = a v c, a^ b = a A c for some a, b, c e S. Then (b, c) e t~ where t~ 
is the maximum idempotent separating congruence on S. 
An inverse semigroup S is called E-unitary if the equations ea = e = e 2 
together imply a s = a, for each e, a e S. I f  S is E-unitary then Saito [13] 
has shown that ~ n a = A, where a denotes the minimum group congruence 
on S. Munn [12] has shown that 
a={(a ,b )~S × S: ea = eb for some e 2 =eeS}.  
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PROPOSITION 3.12. Let S be an amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup in 
which the imposed partial order ~ extends the natural'partial order. I f  S is E- 
unitary, then S is a distributive lattice under 4 .  
Proof. First of all, it is easy to see that a is a latticed semigroup congruence 
on S as well as a semigroup congruence. Thus S/a is a lattice ordered group and 
so is a distributive lattice. Hence, if a, b, c • S are such that a v b = a v c, 
a 6 b ~ a ^ c then (b, c) 6 a. On the other hand, Corollary 3.11 shows that 
(b, c) •/~ _C ~.  Hence, since S is E-unitary, b ~ e so that S is distributive. 
4. Two SIDED AMENABILITY 
The constructions in Section 2 apply, in a dual fashion, to right amenable 
partial orders which extend the natural partial order, and consequently to 
amenable partial orders. The following result, the analog of Theorem 2.2, is 
typical. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents 
E and let C(E) denote the centralizer {x • S: ex = xe for all e 2 = e e E} of E. 
Suppose that Q c C(E) is subsemigroup of S such that 
(1) QnQ- I=E 
(2) xQx -1 c Q for each x • S. 
Then ~ defined by x ~ y if  and only if x-ax ~ y- ly and yx -1 • Q is an amenable 
partial order on S which extends the natural partial order. 
Conversely, each such partial order has this form for a unique subsemigroup 
Q of C(E) which satisfies (1) and (2). 
Proof. LetL(E) = {x • S: ex = exe for all e 2 • e} then C(E) = L(E) n R(E) 
so that, by Theorem 2.2 and its dual, a subsemigroup Q of S determines an 
amenable partial order, which extends the natural partial order, if and only 
i fQ _c C(E) and (1) and (2) hold. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a fundamental inverse semigroup. Then the natural 
partial order is a maximal amenable partial order on S. 
Proof. Let Q be a cone determining an amenable partial order -~ which 
extends the natural partial order. Then E C Q c C(E) ~ E. Hence E : O and 
so ~ is the natural partial order. 
In [3] B. Bosbach considers ^ -semilatticed inverse semigroups which satisfy 
the axiom: for each a,b e S 
a E (a A b)S n S(a ^ b). 
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These semigroups can be considered in the context of the present paper if we 
consider the dual partial order. Then S is a v-semilattice inverse semigroup in 
which, for each a, b e S, a ~ (a v b)S n S(a v b). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let S be a v-semilatticed inverse semigroup. Then S is left 
amenably ordered and the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order 
i f  and only if, for each a, b e S, a e S(a v b). Further, in this case, for each a, b E S, 
(a v b)4(a v b) = a- la v b lb. 
Proof. Suppose ~ is left amenable and extends the natural partial order. Then 
a ~ a v b implies a-la ~ (a v b)-l(a v b) so that, since ~ extends the natural 
partial order, a-la = a-la(a v b)-l(a v b) which implies a a(a v b) l(a v b) e 
S(a v b). 
Conversely, suppose a e S(a v b) for each a, b ~ S and let e, f be idempotents. 
Then e~f impl ies  eeS(ev f )  : -S f  so that e =ef .  But e =e l  implies 
e v f ef v f ~ fe v f = f (e  v f )  and f ~ e v f implies f = f (e  v f ) .  Hence 
e = ef implies f ~ e v f ~ e. Hence ~ extends the natural partial order. It 
now follows that a ~ b implies a ~ S(a v b) - -  Sb which shows a la ~ b-ab; 
that is, a-la ~ b-lb so that ~ is left amenable. 
Now let a, b e S. Then, since S is left amenable, a-la v b-lb ~ (a v b) -1 
(avb) .  But (avb) (a - lavb-Xb)  ~ a v ab lb v ba la v b = a v b since 
extends the natural partial order. Hence, since by Lemma 1.7, a-la v b-lb is 
idempotent, we get (a v b)-l(a v b) ~ a-~a v b-lb so that equality prevails. 
Let S be a partially ordered semigroup then we shall say that S is locally ~-  
directed if, for each a, b ~ S with a~b,  there exists x such that a, b ~ x. If  S is 
left amenable and ~ extends the natural partial order then one can say more. 
Firstly, if a, b ~ x, where a~b,  then a, b ~ xa- la = y and y- ly  = a- lax- ix  
a-Xa since a ~ x implies a-Xa ~ x ix and ~ extends the natural partial order. 
Thus there exists x eL~ such that a, b ~ x so that S is 5fl-closed in the sense 
that each o~Cp-class i  up directed. 
Further, if a, b e S then there exists y e S such that y ~ a, b. For, if we let 
c = ab-ab, d --  ba-la then c~d and so there exists x e S such that c, d ~ x. 
Set y ~ cx-ld; then y cx-ld <~ xx ld <~ d <~ b and y = cx-ld <~ cx--lx 
c ~< a. Thus S is automatically down directed. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let S be an amenably ordered inverse semigroup and suppose 
that S is ~-closed. Then S is a semilattice of groups. 
Proof. Let aSflb in S and choose x e S with a, b ~ x and aClx. Then, since 
S is left amenable, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that xx -1 ~ aa 1, bb-X. But, 
since S is right amenable, a, b ~ x imply aa -1, bb 1 ~ xx-1. Hence a~b. 
It follows that each A°-class of S is an ~-c lass  so S is a semilattice of groups. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let S be an amenably ordered inverse migroup in which 
extends the natural partial order and suppose that S is locally ~-directed then S 
is a semilattice of groups. 
Corollary 4.5 can be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 1 of [3]. 
The next theorem, gives the structure of inverse semigroups which obey the 
hypotheses of Corollary 4.5. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let E be a semilattice and, for each e ~ E, let Go be a directed 
partially ordered group. Suppose that, for each e >~ f, ~,1 is an isotone homomor- 
phism of G,. into G I so that (~,.o is the identity on Go and, if e ~ f >/g, then 
5b~,l~j.o = 6o,g. Then S ~ u {Go: e6E} is an inverse semigroup under the 
product * where, for a E Go, b ~ G 1 
a * b = a~o,olbq~1.os. 
Further, S is a locally ~q~-directed left amenable partially ordered semigroup 
under 4 ,  defined by 
a ~-~ b if and only if a e Go, b ~ G t with e ~ f and a ~ b~L e in Go; 
the partial order ~ on S extends the natural order. 
Conversely, if S is a locally ~-directed amenably ordered inverse semigroup 
under a partial order ~ which extends the natural partial order then S has 
this form. 
Proof. Straightforward verification shows the direct part of the result. For 
the converse, it follows from Corollary 3.5 that S is a semilattice of groups Go, 
e ~ E, where E is the semilattiee of idempotents of S, so that algebraically S ~- 
U {G~: e c E} and multiplication is determined, as in the statement of Theorem 
4.6 (see [4], Theorem 4.11) by the homomorphisms q~.1: a ~ a fo f  Go into G I 
when e ~ f. Further, since S is ~¢-closed each Go, being an oL~a-class of S, is a 
directed group and it is easy to see that the ~.s  are isotone homomorphisms. 
Finally, since S is left amenable we have, for a E Go, b ~ G I 
a ~ b if and only if a-la ~-~ b-lb and a <~ ba la in Go 
if and only if e ~ f and a ~ b61,o in Go. 
If, in the statement of Theorem 4.6, each Go e ~ E is a lattice ordered group 
and each q~e.l is a lattice group homomorphism then one can easily verify that S 
is a n-semilatticed semigroup in which for each a, b ~ S. 
(a A b)-l(a ^  b) = a- la  A b-lb, (a ^  b)(a ^  b) -1 = aa -1 h bb -1. 
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Conversely, suppose that S is a ^-semilatticed inverse semigroup in which 
these two equations hold, for each a, b ~ S, and suppose that the partial order 
on S extends the natural partial order. Then S is amenably ordered and one 
can show, as in Lemma 3.4, that it is a semilattice of groups. Further, it is 
immediate that each ~e,1 is a lattice group homomorphism and as in Theorem 
3.6, the order structure is determined by the ~. I .  In fact, if a ~ G~, b ~ Gf 
then, by Lemma 1.11, 
a A b ~ ab-lb A ba-la ~ a~b~,~1 ^ bq~1,ol in G~I. 
In [3, Theorem 1], Bosbach shows that a v-semilattieed inverse semigroup 
in which, for a, b 6 S, a ~ (a v b)S c3 S(a v b) is a subdirect product of a lattice 
group and lattice groups with zero adjoined. Lemma 4.3 shows that the semi- 
groups considered by Bosbach can be characterized as v-semilatticed inverse 
semigroups in which the partial order extends the natural p rtial order and, 
for each a, b ~ S. 
(a v b)-l(a v b) ~- a-la v b-lb (a v b)(a v b) -x = aa -1 v bb -1. 
Given, such a semigroup, it follows from Corollary 4.5 and the remarks above that 
S is a semilattice of lattice ordered groups and that the linking homomorphisms 
qSo. f are lattice group homomorphisms. However, a semilattice S = [,) {Go: e E E} 
of lattice ordered groups need not be a v-semilattice although it is always a 
^-semilattice as we have discussed above, see Theorem 4.7. One obtains S as 
a subdirect product of lattice groups by considering the homomorphisms of S 
onto the lattice groups (with zero) G~(Go°). 
The structure of amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroups, in which the 
imposed partial order extends the natural partial order, is considerably more 
subtle than that described in Theorem 4.6. In order to obtain the result, we 
shall need to make use of some results from the theory of lattice ordered groups. 
For this reason, it will be convenient to write the groups, which appear in the 
proof, additively. Further, we shall assume familiarity with the theory of lattice 
ordered groups described, for example, in [1], [5], or [6]. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let E be a distributive lattice and, for each e E E, let Go be a 
lattice ordered group, with identity e. Let 6o.s: G, --~ G I and $f.o: G~ ~ Go, 
e ~ f be directed systems of lattice group homomorphisms such that 
(i) ~bLoq~,.1 = 1~, the identity of GI , i f  f ~ e; 
(ii) Ker~ov1,~ c3 Kerq~ovl.f = (e vf} for  each e , f~ E; 
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(iii) for each e, f e E the diagram 
Gevf 
G e" GI 
Ge,-, f
commutes. 
Then S = k) {G,: e E E} is an amenable lattice ordered inverse migroup under 
the product. 
a * b = a S .... tbCs.e^s for a e Ge , b s G s 
and with a <~ b i f  and only i f  e <~ f and a ~ bSs,d , for a e Ge , b E G s . Further 
the imposed partial order extends the natural partial order. 
Conversely, each such semigroup has this form. 
Proof. Suppose that (i), (ii), (iii) hold. Then S, with the above product and 
ordering is an amenably ordered inverse semigroup. Further, for e, f ~< u in E. 
~e.uSu.1" ~-  ~ . . . .  l~evf.uSu.ev/'Sev$.l" = ~ . . . .  ,Sev$.1: = ~ . . . .  I~e^$.$" 
Now let e, feE  and set ATe = KerSevf.~, Ns = KerCevs.s. Then, by (i), 
N~, and likewise Ns,  is a direct summand of G~ s with complement AT' = 
Im ~b .... l the polar [5, p. 37] of N~. Further, since the convex /-subgroups of 
a lattice ordered group form a distributive lattice [5, p. 21] we can uniquely 
decompose G v f as 
G,~ s = (N~ n NI)  @ (N~ n N}) @ (N~ n N;) @ (N" n Ns). 
By (ii), N~ n N s = {e v f} so that N~ _C N~, N s __C N~ and, consequently, 
ae~1 = N~ ®(N;n  N~) ®NI  = N1 ®N2 ®N3.  
Let a ~ G~, b E G i then, by Theorem 3.1, a v b exists if and only if the set 
{xe G~vs: x ~ a, b} has a minimum member. Let x = x 1 @ x 3 @ x 3 E G~i  , 
withx ieN i , i=  1, 2, 3 and set a¢ .... s=a2@a 3 ,b¢s ,~s  =b l@b 2 .Then 
x >/a,  b if and only if xSe,s.~ /> a, xS~1.s ~ b. Since ¢ .... fSevs,~ and ¢s.e~1C~,s,f 
are identities, this occurs if and only if x,/,~i.~¢~.~ s a¢ .... s and x¢~v1.1¢s,~,1 
b¢s,~i; that is 
x~a,  b if and only if x 2@x 3~a 2@a 3 
x l@x3~bl@b3 
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Thusx~a,  b if and only if x 1 />b 1 ,x  2 ~a 2vb~,x~a 3 so that, in fact, 
avb  does exist and avb  =b l@(a  zvb~)Qa z. We can express avb  
directly in terms of a and b using the maps ¢, ¢. Now b 2 = b%bl, e~H~v1,~b .... f and 
a 2 = a%b .... ~'¢~s,s¢~,~w" Thus 
where 
a v b =Y l  @Y2 @Yz  
y l  = (be , , . ,  - b¢ , , . ,¢ . , ,~4  . . . .  , )  
To show that S is a lattice ordered semigroup, it suffices by Theorem 3.1 
to show that (a v b)c = ac v bc and c(a v b) ~- ca v cb for eaeh c c C. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let S be a partially ordered inverse semigroup in which the 
imposed partial order ~ extends the natural partial order and suppose that S is a 
v-semilattice under 4 .  Then S is a v-semilatticed semigroup i f  and only i f  
(a v b)e = ae v be and e(a v b) = eav  eb for all a, b, e = e 2 in S. 
Proof. The conditions described in the statement of the lemma are clearly 
necessary. To show that they are also sufficient, let a, b, c ~ S. Then 
(a v b)c >~ ac v be >~ (ac v bc) c--lc ~ (ace -1 V bcc-1)e 
since ~< extends the natural partial order. But, by hypothesis, acc -1 v bcc -~ = 
(a v b) cc -1 so we get (acc -1 v bcc-1)c = (a v b) cc-lc = (a v b)c whence, by 
the inequalities we have already obtained, (a v b)c = ac v bc. By duality, we 
must also have c(a v b) = ca v cb. 
It follows, from Lemma 4.8, that we will have shown that S is a lattice ordered 
semigroup if we can show au v bu = (a v b)u, ua vub  = u(a v b) for each a, 
b E S and idempotent u. Indeed, since idempotents in S are central, we need 
only show au v bu = (a v b)u. 
Let a, b ~ S, u ~ E. Then 
where, for example, x 2 = P2 v qz with 
P2 = a~b .... 15b~s.1~bs,~s and q2 = bCs,~s~b~vs,~ b .... s.  
Likewise, au v bu = Yl  @ Y2 @ Y3 where, for example, Y2 = v~ v z z with 
V 2 ~-  aU~e^u, (e^u)v(Y^u)~(e^u)v( t^u) j^u~l^u, (e^u, (e^u)v( f^u ) 
~-  aq5 . . . . .  tfi . . . .  (evl)^u~(evs)^u,s^u~bs^u,(,',s)^u 
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since E is distributive, and z~ analogously defined. Now, 
= a~be.o~1~bo^m~1.e,1~,,l.(o,s)^u by (iii) 
= a~e,e~bo^t.e,1~evt.(o,t)^u 
= a~e,~^1~^t,(o~)^[(~,s)^u]~(o~)^[(e,t)^u].(,,1)^~ 
= a~e,o^t^u~bo^1^u,(ev/)^u since (e ^  f )  ^ [(e v f )  ^ u] = e ^ f ^ u.
Further, 
= a~ ... .  t^u~e~^u.( .mu 
by (iii) 
so that v~ = P3~vL(~,I)^~ • 
Similar calculations show that z~ = q2(de,1.(o,1)^u so that the middle coordinates 
of (a v b)u and au v bu coincide. Likewise, so do the first and third. Thus 
(a v b)u = au v bu and so, by Lemma 4.8, S is a v-semilatticed semigroup and 
therefore, by Theorem 3.1, a lattice ordered semigroup. 
Conversely, suppose that S is an amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup 
in which the imposed partial order ~< extends the natural partial order. Then, 
by Theorem 4.6, S = U {G~: e e E} where E is a distributive lattice, each Go is a 
lattice ordered group and the multiplication and order are determined by a 
directed system 6o,i, e >/f ,  of lattice group homomorphisms a in the statement 
of the theorem. 
Let e, f~  E with e >/ f  and set N~ = Ker q~o,1; let a ~ G s . Then a v e exists 
and, by Theorem 3.1, avenge.  Suppose that ave~n>~e for some 
n~Ne.  Thenave>/ave- -n>/eand(ave- -n )~be,  s =(ave)~he,  t>/a .  
But, 
ave=min{x~G~:x>/e ,  xd?~,1>~ a}, so we must have ave=eve- -n ;  
that is n = e. Hence, since Are is convex [5, Chap. 1], it follows that a v e E N",  
the polar of No, [5, Chap. 2], for each a E Gf.  Now let e ~< b E G~ and set 
a = b f  >~ f .  Then 
(b --  a v e) $,,s =a- - (av f )  =fsothatb - -ave~N, .  
This implies b = (b --  a v e) @ a v e ~ N~ @ N" so that, since G~ is generated 
by the elements b ~> e, G~ is the direct sum of N~ and AT'. Hence, there is a 
lattice group homomorphism ~bl,~: G I ~ G~ with ~b1.~, I ~ 1i, the identity 
map on Gf.  Indeed, since by [5, Theorem 1.4], the convex/-subgroups of a 
481/65/x-xo 
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lattice ordered group form a distributive lattice, ~bLo is unique. It follows that 
the ~bl, e , e >~ f fo rm a directed system of lattice group homomorphisms. 
Now let a e Go, b ~ G I and suppose that e v f ~< n ~ Ker q~o~l,e c3Ker q~o~1,r • 
Thenavb~>avb- -nand(avb- -n )~o~1.o  ~>aand(avb- -n )~o~1,1~>b.  
Since a v b = min{x E Gov~: xe ~ a, x f  ~ b} it follows that n = e v f. Hence, 
since Ker q~o~s,o n Ker4o~Lf is a convex /-subgroup of Gov~, and is therefore 
generated by its elements n ~> e v f, it follows that (ii) holds. 
For e ~ a ~ Go, a~be,e,,f is the unique element x of the polar of Ker ~o~.e 
such that x~o~,o = a. But (e v f )  v a ~ (Ker q~o~Lo)' by the remarks above and 
(e v f v a)~ovLo = (e v f v a)e - -  e v ef v a = a since e ~ a and ~ extends 
the natural partial order. Hence 
a~b .... r =(ev f )  va=fvaforeache  ~a inG~.  
It follows that a~b~,~vypovLs = ( f  v a ) f  = f v af. Likewise, 
aq~ .... Bbo^s,s = a(e ^  f )  ~bo s^, s = a(e ^  f )  v f = (a A af)  v f = af  v f 
since ~< extends the natural partial order. Hence a~b .... t~vl,s ~ a~ .... 1~bo^1,s 
and so, because Go is generated by the elements a with e ~< a, (iii) holds. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let S be an amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup in 
which the imposed partial order ~ extends the natural partial order. Then S is a 
distributive lattice under 4 .  
Proof. Suppose that a v b =av  c, a^ b =a A c for some a ,b ,c~S.  
Then, by Corollary 3.11, b, c belong to the same subgroup Ge of S and we may 
suppose a ~ G I wheref  ~ e. Then, by the proof of Theorem 4.7 
Butavb  ~avc ,  anb=aActogether implya fvb f=afv  cf, af  ^ bf = 
af  n cfwhere a =- af, bf, c f~ Gf ,  sincef ~< e. Hence, since G 1 is a lattice ordered 
group, bf = cf; that is b~.1 = c~b~, 1 so that bq~o,1~bL~ = c~b~,1~bs, o . Thus, on 
comparing first coordinates in a v b and a v c, we find b = c. Hence S is a 
distributive lattice. 
Remark 4.10. The proof of Theorem 4.7 shows that, for f ~< e and f 
a~ GI ,  a~bl, ~ = e v a. Now, for any b ~ Gs, b = (b v f )  - -  ( - -b v f )  where 
f <~ b v f ,  - -b v f .  Thus 
b~bL~ = e v (b v f )  - -  [e v ( - -b  v f ) ]  =(evb) - - ( - -bve) .  
The conditions imposed on a semilattice of lattice ordered groups G~, e E E 
in order that it should be an amenable attice ordered inverse migroup are 
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rather complicated. There is one situation where things are considerably more 
simple. This is when S = U {G~: e c E} is E-unitary (or proper, in the ter- 
minology of [8]). In this case, the linking homomorphisms ¢~.1, e ~> fare  one-to- 
one and thus, by (i) of Theorem 4.7, they are isomorphisms. Conversely, if the 
Ced, e >~ fare  isomorphisms, it is easy to see that the ¢1,e = ¢;-,~ form a directed 
set of lattice group homomorphisms and that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.7 
hold so that S = k3 {G~: e ~ E} is a lattice ordered inverse semigroup. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let S be a partially ordered inverse semigroup. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) S is isomorphic to the direct product of a distributive lattice and a lattice 
ordered group; 
(2) S is an amenable attice ordered E-unitary inverse semigroup in which 
the imposed partial order <~ extends the natural partial order; 
(3) S is an amenable lattice ordered inverse semigroup in which the intposed 
partial order ~ extends the natural order and b~ which [aa 1 v (b ^  cc 1)]2 
aa -1 v (b ^  cc 1) holds. 
Proof. Bosbach [3] has shown the equivalence of (1) and (3) and it is clear 
that (1) implies (2). Suppose that (2) holds. Then, by the remarks above S 
k9 {Ge: e ~ E} where E is a distributive lattice and the linking homomorphisms 
¢~.s: G~--~ G s are lattice group isomorphisms. By [8, Proposition 3.1], S is 
algebraically isomorphic to a subdirect product of G ~ li_mm{Ge:  c E} and E. 
Since the Ce,S e >~ f are onto, it is easy to see that this subdirect product is, 
in fact, all of E × G. Further a simple calculation shows that the algebraic 
isomorphism of S onto E × G is also an order isomorphism. 
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